
Whether you're doing prepared upkeep or you have a roadside emergency, a car jack is a crucial 

device. Without a great jack, it's difficult to do specific repairs. A car jack will certainly do you no 

great if you don't know exactly how to effectively and safely use one. In this write-up, we'll go over 

the different kinds of car jacks as well as exactly how to securely release them. Along the road, we'll 

provide some useful suggestions as well as item recommendations also. 

 

Sorts Of Car Jacks 

There are a number of kinds of car jacks, every one of which serve the purpose of raising the 

tremendous weight of your vehicle. 

 

Some are simpler to utilize than others. Some are designed for emergency situation use, while 

others are indicated for intended upkeep. Despite the sort of jack, it is necessary to consider its 

weight limitations. You'll discover that all jacks are ranked to a particular weight (usually in heaps). 

 

For security's sake, you must NEVER attempt to lift a lorry that surpasses the jack's ranking. Keeping 

that apparent, but however important advising off the beaten track, right here are the various kinds 

of jacks. 

 

Scissor Jacks 

Scissor jacks are one of the most usual type, as the majority of automobiles will certainly have one in 

the cargo area for emergencies. In my viewpoint, they're likewise the most tough to use and pose 

the largest safety danger. 

 

If you happen to get a level tire while driving, they're also what you'll be utilizing 99% of the time. 

For that reason, we'll enter into more detail on how to utilize them in a bit. 

 

They work by using a long, threaded pole to prolong a "scissor" system, which lifts your automobile. 

Your vehicle likely already has a scissor jack in the trunk or cargo location. 

 

Nonetheless, if you occur to be shopping for an aftermarket scissor jacket, we advise Torin Big Red. 

It's an affordable alternative and also it's developed to last. I have actually personally had best of 

luck with the Big Red flooring jack designs. 

 

Bottle Jacks 

Bottle jacks are a little bit easier to use, as well as you'll discover them as basic equipment in much 

heavier automobiles, such as business trucks. Of all the kinds of jacks, bottle jacks are developed to 

lift the most weight. 
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As a matter of fact, it's downright astonishing at just how much several of these jacks can raise. 

Some models can raising 100 lots or more! They work using a hydraulic piston, and also they are 

available in a big variety of weight abilities. 

 

They're a little more secure to utilize than scissor jacks, yet they're still not the most safe alternative, 

in my opinion. Like the scissor jack, our favored container jack brand name is the Torin Big Red. They 

can be found in a large range of weight capabilities, they're very easy to utilize, and also they're 

budget friendly. 

 

Floor Jacks 

Floor jacks are my preferred, and also the safest, kind of jack to make use of. Nonetheless, they're 

primarily used for prepared upkeep. 

 

Many people do not drive about with a moving flooring jack in their automobile. They operate by 

utilizing a hydraulic cylinder to lift a plate that can be put in various points on the car. 

 

What makes these models so easy to make use of is the long jack take care of. They enable you to 

place an incredible quantity of utilize on the jack. You can raise a lot of weight with very little effort 

on your component. 

 

What's more, you can discover some floor jacks in light weight aluminum, making them extremely 

lightweight, albeit far more costly. 

 

If you're trying to find the very best, the aluminum Arcan 3-ton flooring jack is our choice. If you're 

trying to find an extra cost effective option, we suggest the low-profile, 2-ton choice from Pro Lift. 

 

Farm Jacks 

The last sort of jack is the least typical, however they're very crucial to the right individual. Farm 

jacks are most typically made use of on vehicles with high ground clearance. Raised trucks as well as 

Jeep owners compose one of the most usual individuals. That's because these jacks are developed to 

raise automobiles approximately 5 feet or even more, in some cases. 

 

In regards to the weight they lift, farm jacks are comparable to the other kinds. It's the elevation 

capacities that make them exceptional for off-road vehicles. That adaptability does come with some 

threat, though. 

 



Farm jacks are the most unstable of all the designs, as well as severe treatment needs to be taken 

when utilizing them. It must be apparent by now that we truly like the Torin Big Red line of jacks. So, 

it's probably not a surprise that our favored ranch jack is also a Big Red. They're economical, durable, 

and come in a range of height varies approximately 60 inches. 

 

Jack Stands 

These aren't precisely a type of "jack," yet they are an important piece of security equipment. 

 

Jack stands are indicated to be positioned under parts of the vehicle to offer extra assistance while 

raised. The majority of people don't drive around with extra jack stands in their trunk, so they're 

primarily utilized for intended upkeep. 

 

I directly keep several sets on hand in my garage so I can lift a whole lorry off the ground when 

essential. This makes things like at-home tire turnings a breeze. I highly suggest you buy an 

established if you're mosting likely to investing any time at all under your car. 

 

There are multiple, superb brands of jack stands on the marketplace. I've had fantastic luck with the 

line from NAPA. My most significant piece of recommendations is to go larger than you might feel 

you'll require. The stands are fairly inexpensive, so get a collection that can manage bigger lorries 

down the line. 

 

When To Make Use Of A Car Jack 

As we have actually already alluded, a car jack is utilized whenever either planned maintenance is 

needed or throughout an emergency. Jacks are invaluable if you plan to do your very own oil 

changes, rotate your very own tires, or conduct any type of various other under-car maintenance. 

 

When it comes to emergencies, taking care of a blowout on the side of the road is nearly difficult 

without a jack (For information on just how to fix a puncture, take a look at our write-up on the 

topic). 

 

Farm jacks can help rescue stuck vehicles in off-road scenarios also. In other words, if you require to 

raise your car for any factor, you're going to require a top quality car jack. 

 

Currently, let's go over just how to correctly use them. 

 

How To Safely Make Use Of A Car Jack 



Emergency situation Actions 

If you're deploying your jack since you have actually simply blown a tire, you'll need to execute a 

number of additional steps. 

 

Most importantly, you'll intend to discover a refuge to pull your vehicle over. Believe it or otherwise, 

that does take a bit of "planning." The objective is to locate strong, level ground to work with, with 

restricted website traffic. If your tire blows while you're on the freeway, try to take a leave and get 

to a vehicle parking great deal if possible. 

 

If you can not get off the highway, draw over on the best shoulder as far as you can. However, you 

do not intend to draw over so far that your jack will certainly get on soft dirt or yard when you 

release it. If you do, you'll just prosper in driving the jack right into the ground instead of lifting your 

lorry. 

 

If you take place to be on a freeway with multiple lanes, the rules are a bit different. In that 

situation, draw over on the very same shoulder as the tire that's blown. I.E., if a tire on your 

appropriate side blows, pull over on the ideal shoulder. If it's a tire on the left, draw over on the. The 

concept is to place your lorry between you and also passing website traffic, if possible, as you work. 

 

And also remember, make certain you have strong pavement on which to put your jack. Transform 

on your danger flashers prior to you get out of the lorry. 

 

Secure The Automobile 

It do without stating, but you'll want to see to it your engine is switched off prior to boosting your 

automobile. At this moment, you intend to do everything you can to see to it your car DOES NOT 

roll. 

 

To do that, begin by ensuring your vehicle is in "park." Then, engage your emergency brake. The last 

thing you can do to protect your automobile is to block the tires. You can purchase inexpensive 

wheel chocks to maintain in your trunk, however a short 4 × 4 jobs equally as well. 

 

If you're blocking your tires, make sure you block the contrary edge tire. If you're jacking up the rear-

right tire, block the front-left. 

 

Setting The Jack 



Once you're drawn over, you need to locate your jack. The majority of automobiles have actually 

jacks saved in the trunk or under the cargo area in SUVs. Some pickup will certainly save the jack 

behind a back bench seat. 

 

In addition to finding the jack, you'll likewise require to discover the jacking factors on your car. A lot 

of modern-day vehicles will have marks or labels under the rocker panels. You can also make use of 

strong factors on the automobile's framework or crossmembers. 

 

The factor is that you require to put your jack on a solid component of the car. Don't place it under 

the flooring pan or a few other item of weak steel. You'll just wind up nicking your floor or damaging 

an essential (as well as likely pricey) piece of your car. 

 

Jack Up The Car 

The process of really jacking up your car depends on the kind of jack you're using. 

 

If you're utilizing a scissor jack, you'll likely be utilizing your tire iron to turn a screw. This bolt will 

certainly drive a threaded pole, which will trigger the jack to increase. This "crank-style" will certainly 

take a bit longer than the other methods. 

 

Make sure the jack remains straight as you lift your car. You don't want the jack to lean or it could 

slip and bring your auto accident down. To lower the automobile, you'll merely turn the "crank" in a 

counterclockwise instructions. 

 

A floor jack is a lot easier to use. 

 

As soon as you place the training plate in the correct position, you'll twist the manage to engage the 

piston. 

 

Then, you just pump the handle to raise the automobile. The variety of pumps relies on the type of 

jack you've purchased. The higher-priced "race jacks" often just take 2 or three pumps to lift a 

vehicle off the ground. Regardless, you'll locate that utilizing a floor jack requires a lot less initiative 

than a scissor jack. 

 

To decrease the automobile, you'll simply turn the take care of counterclockwise. Do this component 

gradually, as turning also rapidly can bring your auto accident down. 

 



Farm jacks function in the much the same way as a floor jack. You'll launch the stress on the jack by 

twisting a knob. This will allow you to increase the lifting plate by hand as well as safeguard it under 

your car. 

 

Then, turn the handle in the opposite direction so you can secure it in place. From there, you'll 

merely put the jacking handle as well as pump it to raise your vehicle. 

 

Use Jack Stands 

As we stated earlier, you might not have jack base on hand if you're conducting an emergency 

situation repair service. 

 

If you're jacking your car up in your driveway or garage, you must definitely utilize a jack stand. This 

need to be taken as outright gospel if you'll be doing work under your car (e.g. oil modifications). 

 

To make use of a jack stand, location it under your car's rocker panel or framework. Elevate the 

stand as high as you can. You will not likely be able to "touch" your lorry, so most likely to the 

following cheapest rate. 

 

Reduced your vehicle with the jack until it rests comfortably on the jack stand. This will guarantee 

you'll be secured in situation your jack stops working while you're under the car. 

 

Final thought 

Car jacks are crucial tools throughout both emergency situations and prepared upkeep. Basically, if 

you need to raise your automobile, you're mosting likely to require a car jack. 

 

Ideally, the material over has actually provided you a good grasp on how to securely release a car 

jack. Remember, safety and security is extremely important. If you're still perplexed as to just how to 

make use of a jack or jack stands, it's best to leave the repair work to professionals. 


